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Introduction
This work is an outgrowth of [5-61. Interest was rekindled by Mark Kidwell, with whom discussion led to [3] . Further discussion provoked the current article.
Also, the work of Las Vergnas [4] should be placed in a broader context. Several people have indicated difficulty in reading [4] and it is hoped this work will help shed some light on these matters.
Background
Let G = (V, E) be a graph embedded in a surface 2. (Unless otherwise specifically stated, all graphs and surfaces are assumed to be connected and all embeddings are cellular, i.e. every face is homeomorphic to an open disc.) The geometric dual of G is the graph Go = (D, E), where D is the set of faces of G and an edge e E E joins the two faces (not necessarily different) that lie on either side of e in the embedding of G. The usual embedding of Go in ,Y has G as its dual.
A left-right path in the embedded graph G is a walk in G determined by the following algorithm:
Step 1.
Step 2.
Step 3.
Begin near a vertex u0 on one side of an edge e,: Given uO, e,, . . . , ei-1, vi_*, ei, from near the vertex Vi-1, traverse beside ei along the indicated side, cross ei in the middle and continue along the other side to the other end Vi. The edge ci+i is the one that makes the angle with ui and ei containing our current point near vi; Stop when we return to 2/O on the same side of e, at which we started.
See Fig. 1 for an example in the projective plane (which is obtained by identifying antipodal points of the boundary of the disc).
Observe that the left-right path is defined, at each stage, by changing both ends and sides of ei. Thus, if (uo, e, , u,, . . . , e,, v,) is a left-right path of G, then there is a left-right path of Go having the same edge-sequence.
For each vertex u of G, let 6~ denote the set of nonloops incident with v. A cycle in G is a set d of edges such that Id fl 6~1 is even for every u E V, where V is the vertex set of G. We emphasize that this is a cycle in the sense of mod 2 homology-it is not necessarily a polygon. Note that the symmetric difference of two cycles is again a cycle.
Let D denote the set of faces of G. For each f E D, let 3f denote the set of edges e such that e separates f from some other face f '. Let p be any left-right path in G and denote by Vp the set of edges traversed precisely once by p. It is easily shown that 2Jf and Vp are cycles.
Let E be the edge set of G and let 2E denote the set of all subsets of E. For X, y E 2E, define x + y to be the symmetric difference (X U y) -(x fly), Ox to be 0 and lx to be X. These definitions give 2E a vector space structure over GF (2) .
Observe that {{e}: e E E} is a basis for 2E, so dim 2E = IEl. Here, Pr denotes the projective plane.
Proof. For each edge e, let Je denote the set of edges occurring precisely once between the two occurrences of e in the one left-right path. Set z = {e 1 (Jel is odd}. By [6, Theorem 4.51, z # 0, since Pr is not orientable. By [6, Corollary 5.2.11, Z rl Z" = (0, 2). S ince m = 0, z I$ B. We claim z E F, showing m" # 0.
As F = (Z")', it suffices to prove that, for every z' E Z", (2, z') = 0. The quotient Z"/B has dimension 1 (we are in Pr), so z E Z"\B implies Z" is the direct sum (z) Q3 B, where (z) is the span of z in Z". Thus, z' E Z" implies there is anae{O,l} andabEBsuchthatz'=az+b. 
Medial graphs and Euler tours
Let G be a graph embedded in a surface 2. The medial M of G is the graph whose vertices are the edges of G and each angle of a face of G produces an edge of M joining the two (possibly the same) edges forming the angle. Thus, the medial is 4-regular.
There is a natural embedding of M in 2 which is 2-face-colourable; the white faces contain the vertices of G, while the black faces contain the vertices of Go. Except for recolouring the faces, the medials of G and Go are the same. See Fig.  2 . Let e be an edge of G. A smoothing of M at e with respect to G is depicted in Fig. 3 .
Thus, the edge e no longer crosses M while its dual incarnation does. Had we smoothed with respect to Go, the result would be that depicted in Fig. 4 .
For a subset E' of E, a smoothing of M at E' is a smoothing of M at every edge, with E' being the set of edges at which the smoothing is done with respect to G, while at every other edge it is with respect to Go. Let G' = (V, E') and G* = (D, E\E') be the resulting spanning subgraphs of G and Go, respectively. 
Here, if H = (v, ,J?) is a graph and X c J!?, then rH(X) = Iv1 -c, where c is the number of components of (v, X). This is the rank of X in the circuit matroid of H.
Proof. Suppose, first, that c(z) = g(_F) + e(z*).
Because 2 E {S, T, Pr}, it must be that either g(F) = g(z) and g(z*) = 0 or E(F) = 0 and g(z*) = g(z). Without loss of generality, we assume the former.
Let FAG*) denote the subspace of Z(G*) consisting of those cycles z of G* such that z is homologous to 0 in Z: Note that the embedding of G* in kneed not be cellular. If p is any polygon in G*, then p is totally disjoint from each element of Z(G'). As Z(G') contains generators for the homology of 2, it follows that p is homologous to 0. Hence Z(G*) = FAG*).
It is easy to see that c' = 1+ dim FAG*), so c' = 1+ IE\E'l -IDI + c*. By Proposition 6, k = c' + c* -1, so
k = (E\E'I -(DI + 2c* = IE\E'( + (IDI -1) -2(101 -c*) + 1 = JE\E'I + r,"(E) -2r,o(E\E') + 1.
We will be done in this case if we can show k < IE'( + r,(E) -2r,(E') + 1. Evidently,
IE'I + r,(E) -2r,(E') +
(Note that equality holds if and only if Z(G') = FAG'), which is if and only if z has no nontrivial homology, i.e. if and only if 2 is the sphere.)
Now suppose E(z) # E(F) + &z*). S ince 2 is one of S, T, Pr and is obtained from 2' and z* by connected sums and creation of handles, it must be that E(z') = 0 and c(;r;'*) = 0. (If 2 were any other surface, this would not necessarily be the case.)
Evidently, E(z) > 0, so 2 is either T or Pr. If 2 = Pr, then 1 = E(z) = 2(k + 1 -c' -c*), contradicting the fact that k + 1 -c' -c* is an integer. Hence z = T and g(z) = 2. Therefore, k = c' + c*. We shall make use of the following fact, which seems not to have been previously noticed.
Lemma 7. Let G be cellularly embedded in a surface ,Y with geometric dual Go.
For E' E E, obtain G' = (V, E') E G and G* = (0, E\E') E Go as above. Then
We emphasize that the embeddings of G' and G* in 2 need not be cellular. In the event .X E {S, T, Pr}, this is equivalent to one of G' and G* being a tree. Thus, we have the following result [4, Corollary 2.41. In other surfaces, each spanning tree of G or Go produces an Eulerian smoothing of M, but this is never all such smoothings.
The following is immediate from Corollaries 4.1 and 6.2; it is a very special case of [4, Corollary 5.31 .
